
AWP Book Program Information Sheet (in-progress) 

GrubStreet Novel Generator (they also offer a Memoir Generator, as well as Incubators and 

Immersives [particularly for LGBTQ writers], both virtual and in-person) 

Description: A nine-month program designed to help students at all levels complete (or make 

substantial progress toward completing) a first draft of a novel in an environment that offers 

support, accountability and feedback appropriate to this early stage in the novel-writing process. 

Link: https://grubstreet.org/programs/intensives/generators/ 

Duration: 9 months 

Structure: Whole group meetings each week, then smaller group meetings each week, then whole 

group meetings each week, with one consultation with the facilitator 

Application Deadline: December (for Spring) and June (for Fall) 

Cost: $2395, fellowships available 

Stage of Novel: Can be in the beginning stages, but must submit ten pages as part of the 

application process 

 

  

https://grubstreet.org/programs/intensives/generators/


Stanford Continuing Studies Online Certificate Program in Novel Writing 

Description:  

This six-course series will show you the path from first glimmer to full manuscript. The program 

is designed for long works of fiction. The first course will help you solidify your idea for a novel, 

figure out your creative process, and develop a consistent writing habit. Then you’ll move 

through four sequential workshops to get you to the end of your novel, as well as an elective to 

broaden your craft. Once you finish your sixth course, you will have the option of signing up for 

a one-on-one tutorial, launching your revision under the guidance of an accomplished fiction 

writer. Our instructors are all accomplished authors, mostly drawn from Stanford’s prestigious 

Stegner Fellows. 

Because the Certificate Program relies on a dedicated, dynamic cohort, admission is by 

application only. By studying and writing with a consistent group of students who have similar 

commitment to their work, you will achieve a sense of connection to your peers and to their 

projects. You will be involved in the creation and construction of many narratives—most notably 

your own. 

Best of all, this two-year program retains the flexibility of our regular online writing courses. 

You can access your courses from home or on your travels, at times of the day that suit your 

schedule. As you work on your novel, your work will be read, critiqued, and supported by a 

group of passionate instructors and peers, who will push you to the finish line. 

Link: https://continuingstudies.stanford.edu/writing-certificate/writing-certificate 

Duration: 2 years (although some students have taken time off to finish at a later date) 

Structure: Discussion on Canvas and Zoom meetings, including workshops and sometimes on-

on-one meetings with instructors 

Application Deadline: Two cycles, one available in the Fall and one in Spring 

Cost: Tuition currently $7,130 with $80 application fee 

Stage of Novel: Can be in the beginning stages, but must submit sample work as part of 

application  
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StoryStudio In a Year Programs 

Description: Becoming an advanced writer takes a lot of hard work and dedication, and our “In 

A Year” programs are designed to help you cross the finish line… and get published. 

Link: https://www.storystudiochicago.org/advanced-writing-programs-at-storystudio-chicago/ 

Duration: one year 

Structure: monthly one-hour class sessions along with online asynchronous support, optional 

meetings, admissions to StoryStudio classes, and a private consultation with the instructor 

Application Deadline: depends on the program 

Cost: $2,500 

Stage of Novel: depends on the program chosen but the First Draft Novel program says you can 

be at any stage 
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Lighthouse Book Project 

Description: The Book Project is an intensive, two-year program aimed at giving writers of 

book-length manuscripts the classes, advice, and moral support they need to draft, revise, and—

most importantly—finish. Whether you're working on a novel, memoir, short story collection, or 

narrative nonfiction title, our program mentors (all of whom are published authors) will work 

closely with you to chart a path through your project. Intensives, retreats, and classes with fellow 

Book Project participants give you a supportive, encouraging community to thrive in. And our 

in-house publishing expert provides the advice you need to take your completed book to market. 

You'll emerge with a manuscript you can be proud of and a support team ready to help you take 

the next steps. 

Link: https://www.lighthousewriters.org/adult/book-project 

Duration: two years 

Structure: a mix of Lighthouse classes, cohort meetings, LitFest (Lighthouse’s annual writers’ 

conference) attendance, small group classes, and mentor readings and meetings 

Application Deadline: usually open in April and close in June 

Cost: $7,000 per year for two years 

Stage of Novel: the application asks for 30 pages, preferably from the book project that you will 

work on 

 

https://www.lighthousewriters.org/adult/book-project

